BlueSystemCopy – Technical Fact Sheet

Fast and Highly Automated Tool for SAP System Copies

Increase Your Efficiency and Security

BlueSystemCopy
Turns your System Copy Process into a No-Brainer!
BlueSystemCopy optimizes and automates SAP’s standard processes for
system copies and enhances these substantially with additional functionality.
o With the BlueSystemCopy you can copy SAP-Systems with
Abap-, Java- and Doublestack
o OS UserExits and SAP UserExits give you the possibility for individual automation steps, i.e. starting the transaction BDLS
o Maximum of automation and save operation through intuitive graphical user interface (GUI)
o Errors are excluded by a preventive resource check making
sure enough resources are available
o Automating all necessary steps saves time, prevents mistakes and makes for satisfied customers and users.
o With table backup prior to the copy you can save (and restore) table settings on your target system which you otherwise would have to correct manually after the copy
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Benefits of BlueSystemCopy

Key Features of BlueSystemCopy

Using BlueSystemCopy brings numerous benefits to your company


Cost savings through a high rate of automation: system or client copies are setup during business hours and are run at predetermined
times, e.g. overnight. This saves costs because night work or over time
is not required



Continuous high quality: automating all steps allows copy jobs to be
identical. None of the steps are omitted by accident



Improved quality assurance process: by significantly reducing the
amount of time required for copy jobs, data refresh can take place
more often without significantly increasing personnel cost



Flexibility as ad-hoc copies can be scheduled on the fly and can be
run either there and then or at any other predefined time



Avoiding errors prior to running the job: plausibility and resource
checks are run while schedule and just before running the jobs.



Detailed Logfile: all activities are logged in a single file. This serves as
a complete documentation, but also as a single source of trouble
shoot analysis.



Reduced hardware costs: The amount of data copied can be reduced significantly

BlueSystemCopy provides the following key features


Push-button Copy: schedule your jobs within minutes and run them
without intervention by administrator, e.g. overnight including all postprocessing.



Preparation, Cleanup and Post-processing recommended to be
done by SAP are to a large extent carried out automatically.



Table Back-up: Settings you want to keep on the target system are
backed up prior to the copy job and automatically restored afterward.



Faster copy jobs by running the individual copy processes simultaneously.



Copies from backup and even flash copies are also supported (next
to direct copy from the source system)



OS UserExits and SAP UserExits allow including of individual automation requests at operating system level as well as on R/3-Level, i.e.
starting BDLS or email notification.



An intuitive and user-friendly GUI provides operating safety and
avoids handling errors.



Restart upon error: in the unlikely event of an error the job can be restarted at the exact point of error.

Technical reduction in combination with netapp-technology
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Logical diagram of the individual components
The client component (GUI) is installed on the SAP administrator’s desktop
PC. Its task is to set up the system copy jobs and to administrate all the system copy jobs.

Log on to the client to enter the parameters for the copy job or the post
checks of your system or client copy. The client already holds the information you are looking for or connects you to the server, retrieves current
information and presents it clearly on the GUI.

The Graphical User Interface
The GUI is an integral part of BlueSystemCopy. It makes using the tool userfriendly and simple. Errors in operating it are close to impossible. The GUI
never leaves the SAP base Administrator alone. Instead it offers direct and
to the point assistance, in any situation.

The Components
With the Job List you keep track of every copy job at any time, including
their current states. Sort and filter the view to your needs to see only information that is important to you. The view can be sorted i. e. by customer or
project. It allows you to run and supervise various copy jobs in parallel on
different systems.

BlueSystemCopy is based on client/server-technology. The server part of
the software is installed on the database server and operates all other involved servers.
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Templates and Copying Jobs

Table Backup

To save as much time as possible when scheduling a new copy you can
create a new job either:

Typically in recurring system copies, manually adapting tables that in some
way refer back to the production system is characterized by a high amount
of effort and is error prone. Under extreme circumstances, for instance, RFC
connections in the QA system that are still pointing at the production system
after running a system copy, can destroy, falsify or even delete production
data.




By using an existing copy job or
By creating a new job from a template

Creating a copy from another job is simple:
BlueSystemCopy can remedy this by saving a table backup in a file prior to
the copy job and automatically restoring it after the copy.

In the Job List-view, just select an existing copy job and click on the button
’New Job’. All parameters are taken from the selected copy job. Change
any parameter you like, as necessary. When finished, just click on the button
’Schedule’ and enter the execution time – and you are done.
Alternatively use the button ‘Job Administration’ to create a set of templates for various system copies once and to adapt them individually.
Use function ‘archive’ to move old copy jobs from the Job List to the archive, e.g. for audit purposes.

Help and Assistance whenever you need it
The Button ’dynamic help’ provides context-sensitive help and tips for each
entry field. As the help documents are coded in HTML you can create your
own customized help texts. This will allow you to build-in your own corporate
design or to allow for customer specific entry values like SAPSID, host names
etc.
As the program provides you with an omni-present help function, consulting
the manual should no longer be necessary; even if you are a first time user,
or rarely use BlueSystemCopy.

The table areas on the screen shot – each one consists of several tables –
are saved automatically by a click.
Additionally you can configure as many table back-ups as you want, including of course your own customized tables.
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UserExits

Examples:
Starting a restore job from tape
Starting flash copy or snapshot
 Sending emails or sms



Integrate individual automation steps using so called userexits (customized
scripts). BlueSystemCopy distinguishes between two kinds of userexits:
1. SAP UserExits

The saving of the J2EE-configuration is done in an user exit, which is deployed by Empirius. This exit can be used as a template for your individual
exits.

These exits should be used for any action with an SAP-System.

Based on the modularity of BlueSystemCopy user exits can be integrated at
many different steps during the copy job.
The contents and results of user-exits are each customer’s own responsibility.

Job Scheduling and Resource Checks

Examples:




Scheduling a copy job can be on the fly or at any later moment.

Starting BDLS
Starting a clearing job: clearing up user adresses
Starting a saving job: for conigma CCM, for conigma qcopy, for conigma devsync or for the transport manager from realtech

The copy job will be checked for plausibility immediately when setting it up,
and if deferred, also just before running it. This includes wide ranging resource checks to determine if the job can in fact run successfully. The
checks include, among others:

2. OS UserExits





These exits should be used for any action to be done upon operating system
level:

Accessibility of participating systems
Sufficient disk space on target system
Matching Oracle versions

The administrator can close the GUI after successful scheduling; the copy
job will run automatically without user intervention (provided certain activities do not require the user, e.g. copy from tape). This means also that the
copy job will continue to run independently from the GUI, even when the
connection between the GUI and the server is broken by e.g. a firewall
timeout.
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Logfile

Supported Environments and System Requirements

Check the results of your system copy on your desktop. Click tab ‘Logfile’
and you can monitor in great detail the exact progress made while the
copy process is still ongoing. For improved readability each section is separated by a horizontal line and different message categories are colored individually.

Server:







SAP R/3 Release 4.6 up to Release 7.40 (ABAP, Java and Double
Stack)
Oracle, DB2, Sybase, MaxDB, MSSQL, HANA
Operating system Windows, Linux or Unix
OpenSSL
Ssh-Server (Unix/Linux)
Powershell (Windows)

Client:


Microsoft Windows with installed Microsoft .NET-Framework 2.0

Please contact us for further information
Empirius GmbH • Klausnerring 17 • 85551 Kirchheim • Germany
+49 [0] 89 / 44 23 723 - 26
+49 [0] 89 / 44 23 723 - 11

info@empirius.de
www.empirius.de

This view shows you how BlueSystemCopy stops in case of an error and continues – after the administrator has restarted the job – exactly at the point
where the error occurred.
Data contained in this document serves informational purposes only. National product specifications may
vary. These materials are provided by Empirius for informational purposes only, without representation or
warranty of any kind, and Empirius shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials.
The only warranties for Empirius products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty
statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as
constituting an additional warranty. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any
form or for any purpose without the express permission of Empirius.

© Copyright 2012 Empirius GmbH. All rights reserved.
UNIX is a registered trademarks of the Open Group. Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
HTML, XML, XHTML and W3C are trademarks or registered trademarks of W3C® , World Wide Web Consortium,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. SAP, R/3, mySAP, mySAP.com, xApps, xApp, SAP NetWeaver and
other SAP produkcs are registered trademarks of SAP AG, Germany. All other product and service names
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Oracle is a registered trademark of the Oracle Group.
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